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1 INTRODUCTION

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
PLEASE SEE:

1.3 How Does the Silver Line Fit into CATS’ Vision?

This document summarizes recommendations associated with the West Corridor and Center City portions of the
overall study. Corridor recommendations from the West Corridor and Center City are being folded into the Silver Line
project.

The vision for the CATS system is to
establish a network of fixed guideway
transit services in major corridors that is
integrated with improved bus service.
Thinking beyond the West / Center City
Corridor, this opportunity should not be
viewed in isolation, but as an integrated
component of the region’s transit vision.
Transportation decisions have farreaching community-shaping impacts at
both the local and regional levels.
Understanding how all the pieces fit
together demonstrates how individual
components contribute to the larger goal.

1.2 What Has Changed Since the Previous Study?

1.4 What is the Silver Line?

Building upon the tremendous success of the original 2025 Transit / Land Use Plan adopted in 1998, the West
Corridor vision focus on the two-way interaction between transit and land use by connecting existing activity centers
as well as influencing land
use decisions on future
West Corridor Planning History
activity centers.

The MTC approved the recommendation of light rail “locally preferred
FOR MORE INFORMATION,
alternative” for the LYNX Silver Line Southeast Corridor in November 2016.
PLEASE SEE:
The staff recommendation for the Silver Line alignment results from a
detailed technical evaluation and a significant outreach effort to the public
 Southeast Corridor Transit Study
and corridor stakeholders, along with a collaborative working relationship
Final Recommendations Report
between CATS, the City of Charlotte, and the Town of Matthews to identify a
route that meets each entity’s goals. The corridor extends approximately 13 miles from Center City Charlotte to the
Mecklenburg / Union County border. The light rail alignment includes 13 stations and a rail trail.

1.1 What is this Study About?

 Opportunity Statement

The primary purpose of the LYNX System Update is to provide the necessary
transportation and land use analysis to facilitate the Metropolitan Transit
Commission’s (MTC) selection of transit technologies and alignments for Locally Preferred Alternatives (LPA) in the
North and West Corridors, inclusive of connections in Center City Charlotte. A similar effort was completed for the
Southeast Corridor in November 2016 with the MTC adopting the recommended LYNX Silver Line light rail alignment
into the 2030 Transit System Plan. Identifying rapid transit projects that can move forward in the North and West
Corridors will support the vision for the overall CATS system to establish a network of fixed guideway transit services
in major corridors.

The previous LPA adopted
in 2006 for the West
Corridor was a streetcar
alignment along Cedar
Street, West Morehead
Street and Wilkinson
Boulevard terminating in
the vicinity of Charlotte
Douglas International
Airport. Since then,
population growth and development have continued in the West Corridor over the past decade, which requires a
reassessment of the technology and alignment that best serves current and future corridor needs. Land use changes
have continued to occur along Wilkinson Boulevard, including the newly approved Amazon distribution center at
Tuckaseegee Road. Charlotte Douglas International Airport has continued to rapidly expand and plans to expand
commercial development around the airport, including the “Destination CLT” development at Little Rock Road.
Beyond the Catawba River, increasing commuter population in Gaston County has created strong support from
Gaston County for additional mobility options into Mecklenburg County.
Following the successful opening of the LYNX Blue Line Extension that includes a portion of the light rail alignment
median-running along North Tryon Street, North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT) and Charlotte
Department of Transportation (CDOT) recognized roadway corridors can be reimagined. Therefore, there was a
willingness during this planning study to explore new right-of-way concepts on Wilkinson Boulevard.
Additionally, during the LYNX Silver Line Southeast Corridor study, stakeholders were supportive of the concept of
viewing the Silver Line as part of a longer east-west rail corridor across Mecklenburg County that would connect
Uptown Charlotte, Matthews, the Charlotte-Douglas International Airport, and Belmont. That viewpoint was reaffirmed during this LYNX System Update process.

LYNX System Update
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Principles of Vision:
Establish reliable transit to connect the region, enhance
quality of life, and strengthen access to opportunities
Use transit to influence and shape growth while
respecting community character
Increase mobility in each corridor through effective transit
investments

At the conclusion of the Southeast Corridor study, there was a recognition of the opportunity to support other CATS
initiatives, such as connecting to Charlotte Gateway Station and extending to the west. The transit alternative
recommendation from this study functions as an extension of the LYNX Silver Line Southeast Corridor, creating a
continuous east-west corridor from Matthews to the Charlotte Douglas International Airport and further on to Belmont.
Per MTC adoption on
February 27, 2019,
the 26-mile corridor
from Matthews to
Belmont will be
advanced
comprehensively as
the LYNX Silver Line
(see map on following
page). Additionally,
CATS will explore
end-of-line options
into the Town of
Stallings during the
next phase of Silver
Line design, as well
as transit extensions
west to the City of
Gastonia through a
separate Regional
Transit Study.

Looking west toward Uptown Charlotte from the future Silver Line corridor at Central Avenue

1

Approved Silver Line Conceptual Alignment
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1.5 How Does the Transit Vision Relate to Other Community Goals?
Rather than thinking narrowly of a transit project within each corridor, a
tremendous opportunity exists to view this project through a lens including a
comprehensive mobility, land use, and quality of life approach. This approach
considers transit investments, enhanced bicycle and pedestrian connections,
 Opportunity Statement
including trails, and potentially new street connections that support a community Public Outreach Report
developed vision for access to opportunities and land use. As such, the ultimate
solutions that emerge could contain a program of projects rather than a singular corridor project.
FOR MORE INFORMATION,
PLEASE SEE:

The vision statements and corresponding goals were established based
on initial discussion with the Project Management Team (PMT) and other
stakeholders. These goals were then refined based on feedback gathered
through the first round of public workshops. Using the established goals
as a basis, several related evaluation criteria were defined to assess the
benefits and impacts of each alternative. Viewed collectively, the
evaluation criteria help to determine how well particular corridor options
address the overall vision and goals for both the North and West Corridors.

A tremendous opportunity exists
to view this project as a means to
advance a comprehensive vision
for mobility, land use, and access
to opportunities.

Equity is a common element of the overall transit investment vision regardless of the alignment options selected.
Transit investment is viewed as a means to not only advance mobility goals, but also community-building goals
including access to jobs and affordable housing. Additionally, throughout the planning process, equitable participation
from the public and stakeholder groups was sought, including representatives from neighborhoods and communities
throughout the study area.
As such, equity is treated
not as a distinguishing
factor among options, but
rather as an integral goal of
transit strategies in these
corridors.

Numerous public meetings and outreach events helped to guide development of the corridor vision.

Silver Line Vision
and Goals

LYNX System Update
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2 WHAT IS THE PREFERRED OPTION?

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
PLEASE SEE:

2.1 What is the Preferred Silver Line Alignment in the West Corridor?
For the West Corridor, the preferred alignment represents the single route that will serve as the “locally preferred alternative”. The identification of this corridor resulted from a significant outreach effort to the
public and corridor stakeholders, along with a collaborative working relationship between CATS, the City of Charlotte, and the Charlotte-Douglas International Airport. Light rail was identified as the most
logical transit technology for the West Corridor.

 West Corridor Refined
Definition

Proposed West Corridor Alignment
What Transit Technology is Recommended?
To provide greater mobility to the existing and emerging
neighborhoods in Charlotte, western Mecklenburg County, and
Gaston County while also creating stronger transit connectivity
with the Airport, a range of rapid transit alternatives was
considered. During public engagement, the community and
stakeholders indicated frequent service, quick travel time, and
reliable service as transit priorities for the West Corridor. Light rail
better achieves these specific goals as compared to the previous
streetcar LPA. Also, the LYNX Silver Line was previously
identified as a planned light rail corridor from Center City
Charlotte to Matthews. By integrating the Silver Line with one of
the West Corridor alternatives, a continuous east-west corridor
from Belmont to Matthews that improves regional connectivity
can be created. For these reasons, light rail was identified as the
most logical transit technology for the West Corridor.
What Alignment is Recommended?
The primary alignment is along Wilkinson Boulevard. East of the
airport, light rail is proposed to operate in the center of the
roadway, with roadway widening to accommodate light rail. West
of the airport, light rail is proposed to operate outside of the travel
lanes along the north side of the roadway.
Where Will the Alignment Terminate?
The vision for the alignment is to cross the Catawba River and
terminate at a station in Belmont. A possible extension farther
west to Gastonia will be considered as part of a future regional
transit study.
Will Coordination Continue with the Airport?
Coordination with Charlotte-Douglas International Airport has
occurred throughout the study and will continue into future
phases. The final station locations will be determined based on
need in coordination with the Airport’s development strategy.
A design option through property north of US 74 can be further
considered during the next (future) phase of study in coordination
with the results of the Airport’s land use planning process. An
alignment directly adjacent to Wilkinson Boulevard is identified as
the proposed option to minimize the property and buildings
impacts in this area.
LYNX System Update
Silver Line Final Recommendations FINAL REPORT

Key Elements of Adopted Concept:


Light rail replaces streetcar as the West Corridor transit mode



Wilkinson Blvd. is the light rail alignment including planning for a rail trail



West Corridor will be included in the LYNX Silver Line project



Extend light rail across the Catawba River to the City of Belmont



As part of the Regional Transit Study, evaluate light rail to downtown Gastonia



Implement enhanced bus services and bus stop capital improvements along West Blvd.
and Freedom Drive
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Conceptual station locations were identified based on a review of the West Corridor with
consideration of existing destinations along with emerging land use trends and plans. Station
spacing must achieve a balance between providing good access to the system, while
maintaining the goals of a reliable trip with a competitive travel time.

Conceptual West Corridor Light Rail Station Locations

Ten general station locations have been identified between I-77 and Belmont. For planning
purposes, station spacing was generally envisioned on average as approximately one mile
between stations, consistent with average light rail station spacing such as found on the
LYNX Blue Line. It is acknowledged that this target spacing is an average of the entire
route, and many areas have shorter or longer distances between stations depending on the
specific land uses and activity in an area. Generally speaking, denser areas can support
stations that are spaced more closely together. Stations are typically sited at current or
future activity nodes, which could include commercial hubs, residential clusters, transfer
centers, and near major interchanges for regional park-and-ride capture.
Scale, density, population, and land uses are factors considered for the development of
station area plans for each of the stations along the corridor. Within the West Corridor,
stations have been categorized by type using the same framework as previously used for the
Southeast Corridor (refer to the West Corridor Refined Definition report for more detail on
station typology).
Urban
Transit
Neighborhood

Regional Hub

Neighborhood

Destination

Center City

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
PLEASE SEE:
 West Corridor Refined
Definition
General West Corridor Station Location Recommendations
BELMONT
STATION
Station
Typology

Regional Hub

Station
Character

Park-and-ride /
transit-oriented
development

Nearby
Attractions and
Neighborhoods

• Downtown
Belmont
• Belmont Abbey
College

LYNX System Update
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SAM WILSON
STATION

I-485 STATION

AIRPORT
STATION

STAFFORD
STATION

MORRIS
FIELD
STATION

ASHLEY STATION

REMOUNT
STATION

MOREHEAD
STATION

WESLEY
HEIGHTS
STATION

Transit
Neighborhood

Regional Hub

Destination

Urban Neighborhood

Transit
Neighborhood

Urban Neighborhood

Urban Neighborhood

Urban Neighborhood

Urban Neighborhood

Park-and-ride

Park-and-ride /
possible transitoriented
development

Transfer to connecting
transit to terminal /
possible integration
with Airport
development

Walk-up / transit-oriented
development

Possible smallscale park-and-ride
/ transit-oriented
development

Walk-up / transit-oriented
development

Walk-up / transitoriented
development

Walk-up / transitoriented development

Walk-up / transitoriented development

• River District
• Proximity to I-85

• Whitehall
Neighborhood

• Charlotte Douglas
International Airport

• CLT Airport
• Goodwill Opportunity
Campus
• Hotels near I-85 / Billy
Graham Parkway

• Westerly Hills
Neighborhood

• Walmart and
associated commercial
development
• Ashley Park
Neighborhood

• Ashley Park
Neighborhood
• Westover Hills
Neighborhood

• Wesley Heights
Neighborhood
• Development near
Suttle Avenue

• Wesley Heights
Neighborhood
• Development along
Morehead Street
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2.2 How Do Stations Relate to Surrounding Development?
The various rail alignment options considered during the process, including the preferred rail alignment, seek to
support more than typical mobility goals. Transit goals include coordination with land use plans and policies to
encourage development consistent with the desired community character, community services and affordable housing
in station areas.
CATS in partnership with several partnering municipalities will commence work in summer 2019 on a Transit Oriented
Development (TOD) study along the entire LYNX Silver Line corridor, inclusive of the West Corridor, Center City and
Southeast Corridor. The nature of desired station-related development will be addressed in this forthcoming study,
which will inform detailed station area planning that can occur as part of later phases of the Silver Line project delivery
process.
Additionally, the City of Charlotte is currently developing the 2040 Comprehensive Plan, which set the framework and
shape the community over the next 20 years. This plan will also provide guidance on the desired land uses in Silver
Line station areas within Charlotte.
During this study process, CATS staff and representatives from Charlotte-Douglas International Airport coordinated to
discuss the Airport’s master development plan and possible station locations in the vicinity. Due to physical limitations
and security concerns, a station located near Little Rock Road will be the main station serving the Airport and will
connect to a separate transit service linking to the Airport terminal. A light rail alignment directly adjacent to Wilkinson
Boulevard, rather than one cutting through property north of Wilkinson Blvd., is identified as the preferred option. Such
an alignment minimizes the property and buildings impacts in this area. However, further coordination with Airport
representatives regarding their master development plan will be necessary to confirm station locations, the nature and
character of the station(s) near the Airport, and the details of the rail alignment including interaction with proposed new
roadway connections.

Possible End-of-Line on Wilkinson Boulevard in Belmont

LYNX System Update
Silver Line Final Recommendations FINAL REPORT

Coordination meeting between CATS and Charlotte-Douglas International Airport staff

River District Access
The proposed River District could emerge as a transit emphasis area for the West Corridor as the development
begins to take shape. The location of the River District, several miles south of the Wilkinson Boulevard corridor,
suggests that it would be better aligned with transit service using West Boulevard rather than Wilkinson Boulevard.
A fixed guideway along Wilkinson Boulevard would be forced to make a lengthy and circuitous trip around the
airport property to reach the River District, resulting in inefficient operations. However, a circulator bus service or
other type of technology could be used to connect the River District to the Silver Line.

Development area north of the Charlotte-Douglas
International Airport near Little Rock Road

Wilkinson Boulevard near I-277 and Morehead Street
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2.3 What is the Preferred Silver Line Alignment Through Center City?
The preferred Center City alignment for the Silver Line is the “North End Connection”. The identified corridor will
advance numerous mobility and community-building goals, including expansion of the network of high-frequency
transit services within the urban core,
Preferred Silver Line Center City Alignment (North End Connection)
support for an emerging development
area with affordable housing projects,
reduction of physical barriers through
coordination with other street and
highway projects, creation of
opportunities for a new multi-use path
like the Blue Line rail trail, provision of
direct connections to growing intercity rail
services, and advancement of system
resilience.
Although light rail is the central
component of this corridor, the preferred
alignment also offers the opportunity to
integrate multiple enhancements to other
modes and facilities, including the
following:


Relocation of 11th Street to the north,
closer to Brookshire Freeway (thus
reducing the barrier effect of the
freeway); the Silver Line will be
constructed in the space currently
occupied by 11th Street.



Opportunities to create a parallel
multi-use path that would provide a
much-needed non-motorized
connection around the north and
west sides of Uptown Charlotte.



A reconfiguration of access points to
and from Brookshire Freeway,
working in conjunction with NCDOT
and CDOT partners.



Connections to potential bus priority
treatments on key corridors such as
Church Street, College Street, 3rd
Street, and 4th Street.

SILVER LINE CONNECTIONS
FOR MORE INFORMATION,
PLEASE SEE:
 Center City Refined
Definition

LYNX System Update
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5-minute walk to destinations in shaded circles, including stadiums and emerging North Tryon area
8-minute walk to intersection of Trade / Tryon from Charlotte Gateway Station
10-minute walk to intersection of Trade / Tryon from 11th Street
Blue Line connections at 9th Street
CityLYNX Gold Line connections at Charlotte Gateway Station
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2.4 How Does the Preferred Alignment Integrate with Charlotte Gateway
Station?
The recommended Silver Line alignment traverses the blocks to be developed as part of the Gateway District,
centered on the future Charlotte Gateway Station (CGS). Integrating the Silver Line into the development of CGS is
important for the following reasons, among others:


A connection with other transportation services at the CGS hub increases overall system connectivity;



A direct connection between Center City and Airport is important to employers; and



More robust rail service (>150 trains / day) brings more foot traffic and increases value of Gateway District
development.



Potential locations for the Amtrak station building that must be located close to
the rail platform;



An established elevation for the location of the concourse between the Amtrak
station building and vertical circulation to the boarding platform; and



Vertical clearances at cross-streets (including the CityLYNX Gold Line
infrastructure on Trade Street).

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
PLEASE SEE:
 Center City Refined
Definition

Given these criteria, three general configuration options for the Main Block were evaluated:

A series of more specific alignment permutations with various vertical profiles was further investigated, based on the
following governing factors:


The need to cross under the Norfolk Southern mainline in recognition of current track elevations as well as
elevations of additional tracks currently under construction to support the future CGS;



A desire to locate the Silver Line close to the intercity rail platforms to facilitate better connectivity and to keep
more of the developable area open for development;



Agreements currently in place for the construction of multiple fueling / access ramps for trucks servicing intercity
passenger trains and other required maintenance;



Required minimum buffers between freight / intercity passenger rail tracks and light rail tracks;
Conceptual Illustration of Recommended Silver Line Alignment Through CGS District

Main Block “Option C” has the fewest constraints for Silver Line integration and should be explored further through
potential CGS development programs.

The Charlotte Gateway Station (CGS) will be a multimodal transportation facility in Uptown Charlotte at
the intersection of West Trade and Graham Streets with the following services:






Amtrak intercity rail
Intercity bus
CATS local and express bus
CityLYNX Gold Line
LYNX Silver Line

Looking south from CGS site toward Bank of America Stadium

CGS will be at the center of
a larger Gateway District
development that will
dramatically change this
portion of Uptown. The
multimodal station will
provide both long-distance
travelers and daily
commuters with greater
accessibility to regional
connections as well as to
Charlotte's thriving
employment, entertainment
and cultural centers.

LYNX System Update
Silver Line Final Recommendations FINAL REPORT
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2.5 How Does the Preferred Alignment Support Development Opportunities?
The North End Connection
Significant parcels for potential
corridor creates a transformative
development are located along the
opportunity to develop much of
alignment between Charlotte Gateway
the remaining undeveloped and
Station and First Ward.
underdeveloped land within
Center City Charlotte in a transit-focused
manner. Significant parcels for potential
development are located along the
alignment between Charlotte Gateway
Station and First Ward, with additional
acreage available in the area near
Morehead Street. Recently, Bank of
America dedicated two parcels for
affordable housing development near the
proposed corridor, supporting a critical
community need. This future development
supports additional affordable housing that
already exists close to the proposed First
Ward station.

Development Opportunities Near Proposed First Ward / Blue Line Station Area

The recommended Silver Line alignment
also supports concepts from the North
Tryon Vision Plan to expand the realm of
downtown and encourage dense, mixeduse development in emerging growth
areas beyond the area immediately around
the Trade Street / Tryon Street intersection
(see excerpt below).

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
PLEASE SEE:
 Center City Refined Definition

LYNX System Update
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3 WHAT OTHER OPTIONS WERE CONSIDERED?
3.1 What Alignment Options Were Considered in the West Corridor?
In the West Corridor, four transportation
corridors were identified as potential
locations for fixed guideway transit
investments. The dashed lines north of
Wilkinson Blvd. indicate potential
alignment options that could be
integrated with future development in the
area, depending in part on the anticipated
type of future development.
Tuckaseegee /
Alleghany /
Wilkinson

Wilkinson
Boulevard

West
Boulevard

Billy Graham
Parkway

West Corridor Potential Corridors
Tuckaseegee / Alleghany / Wilkinson and Wilkinson
Boulevard options can connect into Center City using
five potential portals.

The West Boulevard and Billy Graham
Parkway corridors were found to be the
least feasible options and were removed
from further consideration due primarily
to lack of access to the terminal side of
the Airport and unknowns surrounding
the future West Boulevard realignment.
Of the two remaining options, while both
alternatives provide access to the
terminal side of the Airport, it was
determined that the Wilkinson Boulevard
corridor offered the most direct route and
would result in less impact to the existing
neighborhoods and infrastructure. The
Alleghany alternative includes a more
circuitous route through residential areas
to enter Uptown which would require
slower service, integration into narrow
streets, and alterations to existing school
and neighborhood access. Also, the
potential to spur redevelopment is greater
with the Wilkinson Boulevard alternative.

West Boulevard and Billy
Graham Parkway options
interline with the LYNX Blue
Line and connect to Center
City on existing tracks.

Future West Blvd.
realignment currently
under study.

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
PLEASE SEE:
 Initial Screening
 North and West Corridors Detailed
Evaluation

LYNX System Update
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3.2 What Were the General Observations?

LYNX System Update
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3.3 What Alignment Options Were Considered in Center City?
The unique constraints associated with Uptown Charlotte make integrating existing and future transit infrastructure
challenging. There are no easy options to integrate the entire transit system in a dense urban core. There are no long
stretches of unused right-of-way in Center City and many
blocks are developed with high-rise buildings so widening
streets to accommodate the physical and design
characteristics of light rail is impractical. Any integration
options that include surface running light rail would require a
reallocation of street space between cars and transit to
accommodate a dedicated transit guideway.
It is important to maintain a holistic view of Center City and
consider the roles of streets, future development, and land
use. As land redevelopment continues in the Uptown area it
reduces the potential locations for transit guideways.
It is also vital to consider how future transit corridors will
integrate with existing and planned transit infrastructure. The
future Charlotte Gateway Station is viewed as an important
destination to serve with new transit corridors, so the options
were evaluated on their ability to connect to the planned
station. Integration with existing rail and bus services is also
important as it will increase regional connectivity and create
a positive passenger experience. For a future transit corridor
to share tracks with the CityLYNX Gold Line, auto access
would need to be limited along Trade Street in Center City to
create a dedicated transit guideway. A physical connection
with the Blue Line track is also desirable so that light rail
vehicles can be moved between lines to maintain operations
and connect to maintenance facilities.

Universe of Center City Alignment Alternatives

Corridors between 6th Street
and 12th Street not included
due to impacts associated
with extensive lower-density
residential areas in Fourth
Ward and First Ward.

Utilizing a tunnel would minimize conflicts and maximize
future capacity for expansion but has more risk and higher
cost than surface-running options. At least one city block is
required to transition from the surface to an underground
segment, necessitating careful evaluation of these portal
locations. Station excavation also results in significant
surface disruption during construction.
The initial alignment locations in Center City represented
potential locations for transit guideways; the streets shown
could be combined in many different ways to produce transit
paths across Center City.

3rd Street not included due
to lack of street continuity
at BB&T Ballpark.

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
PLEASE SEE:
 Initial Screening
 Center City Detailed Evaluation
LYNX System Update
Silver Line Final Recommendations FINAL REPORT
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Four corridor options emerged for a detailed evaluation of trade-offs among them to select a preferred corridor. The four final alternatives were the North End Connection, the Blue Line Connection, the Trade Street Surface option, and the Trade
Street Tunnel option.
The North End Connection alignment approaches Center City from Wilkinson Boulevard north of the I-277 interchange. The alignment passes through the Stadium District, serves the future Charlotte Gateway Station, and then continues north.
The alternative is proposed to turn east along the 11th Street corridor, serving the northern part of Uptown, and then cross I-277 before exiting Center City and traveling southeast toward Matthews.
The Blue Line Connection alignment approaches Center City from Wilkinson Boulevard south of the I-277 interchange. The alignment is proposed to travel along Carson Boulevard before connecting with the existing LYNX Blue Line and
heading north through Uptown while sharing the same tracks. The alignment is proposed to continue sharing existing LYNX Blue Line tracks until 12th Street, north of I-277, where the alternative will turn east and follow the 12th Street corridor
before exiting Center City and traveling southeast toward Matthews.
The Trade Street Surface alignment approaches Center City from Wilkinson Boulevard north of the I-277 interchange, passing through the Stadium District and continuing north to Trade Street. The alignment is proposed to stay on the west
side of the Norfolk Southern train tracks until it turns east along Trade Street, utilizing an existing crossing. The alternative will run along the surface of Trade Street, serving both CGS and the Charlotte Transportation Center, before turning north
on Kings Drive to exit Center City and travel southeast toward Matthews.
Center City Final Alignment Alternatives

The Trade Street Tunnel alignment approaches Center City from Wilkinson
Boulevard north of the I-277 interchange, passing through the Stadium District
before entering into a tunnel near the Carolina Panthers practice fields. The
alternative is proposed to continue in a tunnel following the Trade Street corridor
and serve CGS, the Charlotte Transportation Center, and the rest of Center City
with sub-surface stations. The alignment is proposed to exit the tunnel east of
Center City and I-277 and continue traveling Southeast toward Matthews.
FOR MORE INFORMATION,
PLEASE SEE:
 Center City Refined Definition

LYNX System Update
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•

Although the corridor is already established for transit
use, the Trade Street Surface option does not provide
the service reliability that is needed for a regional light rail
line, and the significant reconstruction that would be
required after the on-going CityLYNX Gold Line
construction may be unacceptable to the public.

•

The Blue Line Connection option is viable operationally
and is the least expensive option. However, it does not
support the development of Charlotte Gateway Station
and it increases the frequency of gate closures at existing
grade crossings.

•

The Trade Street Tunnel option is consistent with
desirable operational goals and is well-located, but its
implementation cost is much higher than any of the other
options and the travel time savings is marginal compared
to the North End Connection.

•

The North End Connection option provides a new
exclusive alignment to expand the transit coverage area
at a much lower cost than the Trade Tunnel, but it is
located an 8-10 minute walk from the Trade / Tryon
intersection.
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4 HOW WERE OPTIONS ANALYZED?
4.1 What Evaluation Process Was Used for the West Corridor?
Options for the West Corridor were defined based on an overall transit, mobility, and land use vision for the corridor. The general alignment options were then evaluated in detail to identify the benefits
and impacts of each option, with the ultimate intent of identifying a single preferred rail alignment in the corridor. A five-stage evaluation process was used to identify and assess the corridor route
options. Stakeholder engagement was key throughout the process. Following iterative additional analysis, the corridor options were narrowed and refined to produce a preferred rail alignment.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE
SEE:
 Initial Screening
 North and West Corridors Detailed
Evaluation
 West Corridor Refined Definition

General Alignment Evaluation Framework for West Corridor
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Using the established goals defined in “Step 1” of the evaluation process as a basis, several related evaluation criteria were defined as shown below. Viewed collectively, the evaluation criteria help to
determine how well particular route options address the overall goals and vision for the project. The evaluation criteria were referenced throughout the analysis process, with progressing levels of
detail. Initially, the evaluation criteria were applied broadly, with a high-level view of options using both objective and subjective data. As the number of options were reduced, more detailed data
related to the same criteria was applied.
In “Step 2”, the alternatives were evaluated broadly for each candidate corridor recognizing the length of each corridor and the variations in demographic and development characteristics within each
corridor. Advancing to “Step 3”, the study built on the initial technical review in “Step 2”, with an analysis of alternatives at a more detailed level. A second round of outreach occurred to solicit
feedback from public and stakeholder on route preferences. Subsequently, the alternative advanced in “Step 3” was further developed to enable a more robust evaluation of benefits, impacts, and
costs consistent with a conceptual planning study. The iterative refinement of the alternatives included “test fit” conceptual engineering to identify how the potential alignment would interact with its
surroundings. More detailed station locations were also identified, as well as other major infrastructure requirements such as large structures.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE
SEE:
 Initial Screening
 North and West Corridors Detailed
Evaluation
 West Corridor Refined Definition

Vision, Goals, and Evaluation Criteria
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4.2 How Were Center City Options Analyzed?
Although a comprehensive Center City transit strategy is required, the foundation of this analysis is the identification of a preferred corridor for Silver Line light rail. The light rail alignment options were evaluated in the context of connectivity to
other current and future transit services. General light rail transit corridor alternatives for Center City were defined based on broad design principles. The general corridor alternatives developed through this process were then evaluated in detail
to identify the benefits, impacts, and cost factors of each option. A five-stage evaluation process, similar in principle to that used for the West Corridor, was employed to identify and assess the corridor alternatives.
Step 1: Identification of
Universe of Alternatives
The identification of potential
transit connections in Center
City was defined initially in
terms of “portals” and
“spines”. The portals are
where the transit corridors
penetrate Center City from
the surrounding
neighborhoods, and spines
are the linear connections
between the portals.
Multiple portals and multiple
spines were identified based
on locations where a light rail
corridor could physically
enter Center City. This “long
list” of over 50 corridor
options advanced to the
initial screening process.
Step 2: Initial Screening of
Alternatives

Center City Evaluation Framework

Key Differentiators Among Final Center City Options
Ridership Potential / Direct Access to Key
Destinations
•Integration with CGS District
•Access to Center City core
•Access to Emerging Growth Areas
High-Quality Transit Service
•Transit Operations and Track Geometry
•Ability to Establish Non-Revenue Track Connection
Implementable in the Near Team
•Coordination Risk
•Design Risk
•Capital Cost Factors
•Construction Level of Disruption
Capacity for Long-Term Growth
•Accommodates Future Rail Expansion beyond Silver Line
Advances Center City Transportation and Urban
Form Goals

A long list of route options
•Safety and Traffic Impacts from Interaction with Autos and Nonwas evaluated broadly
Motorized Modes
based on the primary goal of
establishing a dedicated
guideway for the Silver Line. Mixed traffic corridor options were eliminated because there is a strong stakeholder desire to create reliable and
efficient connections. Additionally, completely elevated options were eliminated due to significant visual impacts and difficult placement of supporting structures in a dense urban setting.
Step 3: Detailed Comparison of Tradeoffs
Building on the initial technical review of corridor options in Step 2, this analysis assessed the corridor-wide alternatives at a more detailed level, linked to specific Silver Line goals and measures of effectiveness that were defined based on input
from stakeholders and the public. A second round of outreach included a web-based survey to solicit feedback from the public and stakeholders on these general corridors. This analysis resulted in the more detailed definition of specific options
along the previously-identified corridors.
Step 4: Refinement of Leading Alternatives
The corridors that best met the established goals and measures of effectiveness were then further refined. In addition to the refinement of light rail corridor options, a comprehensive bus network strategy is a key component of a holistic transit
strategy. A collaborative refinement process occurred in part during a multi-day charrette to solicit input from stakeholders on the overarching considerations for a Center City vision and the unique planning and design considerations of each of
the leading corridor concepts.
FOR MORE INFORMATION,
Step 5: Selection of Preferred Alternative
PLEASE SEE:
A single preferred concept was advanced for recommendation to the MTC. This concept will remain at a planning level consistent with the scope of the current study but is specific enough to establish a
firm path forward into more detailed design and environmental analyses.
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5 HOW WERE THE PUBLIC AND STAKEHOLDERS ENGAGED?
5.1 What Outreach Occurred in the West Corridor?
CATS completed a significant public involvement program to ensure that the effort
to define a transit mode and project right of way was inclusive and visible to
residents, visitors, businesses, civic organizations and community organizations in
the North and West Corridors and Center City. Efforts for all study areas occurred
in parallel. In total, project representatives participated in 19 public meetings
attended by a total of over 750 attendees, plus numerous small group meetings
with neighborhoods, advocacy and business groups, etc.

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
PLEASE SEE:
 Public Outreach Report

Additionally, the project team made a concerted effort to reach underserved minority communities, through
translations and meetings with targeted organizations.
The first phase of public outreach was extremely successful in informing the public about the study and gathering
input on transit priorities. Outreach activities took place between September 2017 and October 2017, in the form of
numerous community and neighborhood meetings, community events, ten interactive public workshops, and an
online public survey. Participation levels were significant for this type of long-range planning project, capturing the
attention of residents throughout the region, including significant participation from Gaston County residents. Based
on the information gained during the first phase of outreach, the project team was able to determine that the public
desired frequent, reliable transit service consistent with service operating in dedicated right-of-way, along with
numerous requests for service to Charlotte-Douglas International Airport and Gaston County, and a desire to connect
to other parts of the overall CATS system.
Participants in the West Corridor survey were asked to
include a zip code so that the Project Team determine
where people were participating from. For Phase I, a
total of 651 people submitted a comment form or
participated in the online survey. 31% of the 523
participants who listed a zip code were located within
Charlotte. Gaston County had very high interest; 63% of
responses were from Gaston County residents.

Phase I Participation by Zip Code

The objectives of second phase of public engagement activities included the following:


This effort was advanced through three major outreach phases designed to collect public comment and then
incorporate that feedback into primary recommendations for the project and report back on those recommendations.
The first phase of the public involvement effort involved a visioning program to determine what types alternatives the
public would like to see along the corridors. The second phase of the program focused directly on the selection of a
defined transit concept for each corridor and a preferred alignment that would guide the next stage of the planning
process. The third phase focused on stakeholder meetings to share the results of the study.
To coordinate with the public in an effective and robust manner, several strategies were used over the course of the
study to ensure the community involvement was inclusive and far-reaching. These involvement tools included the
following:








CATS’ website
Phase I
Ridetransit.org;
Media;
Study Education
and Establish
Paid Advertisements;
Vision
CATS Social Media sites;
Community Networks;
In-Person Workshops and Meetings; and
Online Survey.
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Phase II
Conceptual
Alignments
Education and
Input

Phase III
Present Alignment
Recommendations

Educating the public about different transit technology options, such as light rail, bus rapid transit, and
commuter rail;
 Communicating how public input from the first phase was incorporated into the identification of alignments;
 Presenting information about refined conceptual alignments for the North and West corridors;
 Presenting information about transit integration options into Center City;
 Gathering public input on alignment options in the North and West Corridors and integration options in Center
City to help determine a path forward; and
 Educating the public on the next steps of the study process.
Phase II Participation by Zip Code
For the second phase of public engagement, activities took place
between July 2018 and September 2018. Nine interactive public
workshops were held and each presentation was recorded and
streamed through Facebook Live. An online survey was available
during this phase to encourage participation of residents who were not
able to attend the meetings. The electronic survey was administered
using MetroQuest, a web-based public engagement tool. Based on
feedback from the public and stakeholders, the Wilkinson Boulevard
alternative was the top-ranked option.
For Phase II, there were 2,582 participants who submitted input on the
West Corridor, of which 1,991 provided their zip code. Charlotte had
the most survey participants, with 994 respondents who reported their
zip code while Gaston County had 724.
Based on results of the second phase of public outreach, the project team continued to refine its approach to select a
preferred alternative. Elements of the Wilkinson Boulevard alternative identified as being preferred by the public are
the foundation for the final preferred alternative, and stakeholder meetings continued to occur to discuss the results of
the second phase workshops. Further consideration has also been given to the impact and benefits of sub-options.
As the project continues to proceed forward into the next (future) planning stage, it is clear the results of this robust
outreach program were extremely influential in defining the final alignment that will ultimately be designed and
implemented along the study corridor.
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5.2 What Additional Outreach Occurred for Center City?

Charrette Discussion Questions

In addition to the public meetings that were held in Center City during both Phase
FOR MORE INFORMATION,
I and Phase II outreach efforts and meetings with Center City business and
PLEASE SEE:
advocacy groups and the Third Ward and Fourth Ward neighborhoods, a
separate stakeholder charrette was held to gather input on the options in Center
 Public Outreach Report
City. The Center City Charrette was a week-long workshop held to gain input from
project stakeholder on alignment options through Center City. More information
regarding public engagement can be found in the Public Involvement Phase II Report and the Center City Charrette
Summary Report.
A total of 2,111 residents submitted input for integration into Center City. Residents were asked to rank each
alternative individually on a scale of 1 to 5 stars, with 1 star being the lowest and 5 stars being the highest score an
alternative could receive. Survey respondents were not required to rank every option for their comments to be
submitted.
The accompanying table shows the average ranking that each of the Center City transit integration options received.
The average was calculated based upon multiplying the number of participants by each rating (1-5), and then adding
those results and dividing the total by the number of responses to the question.
It should be noted that the LYNX Blue
Line Connection option presented to the
public is a transit connection using MLK
Jr. Boulevard. An additional transit
integration option, the LYNX Blue Line
Connection via Carson Boulevard, was
included in the evaluation process after
the online public survey closed. The
evaluation process for transit integration
options in Center City considers several
measures of effectiveness to determine
appropriate connections. Through this
evaluation process the LYNX Blue Line
Connection via Carson Boulevard was
identified as a viable option.

The Charrette resulted in the refinement of transit alignment concepts for connecting the LYNX Silver Line LPA,
proposed transit service, and existing transit service in uptown Charlotte. The charrette format gave participants the
chance to fully immerse themselves in the evaluation process and to produce ideas and concepts to improve the
alignment options. The conclusions and concepts developed during the charrette were used to continue developing
the LYNX Silver Line LPA, and to ultimately help select a preferred alignment concept in Center City. More
information about the Center City Charrette and the evaluation that occurred during the process can be found in the
Center City Charrette Summary Report.

Total Survey Participants and the
Average Ranking for the Center City Integration Options

To further evaluate the transit alignment
options in Center City over 30 key project stakeholders from various City departments and members of the consultant
team participated in the charrette. From October 8th to October 12th participants gathered to discuss the remaining
alignment options, gain a better understanding of the desired goals for transit in Center City, and to evaluate the
remaining options in relation to these goals. As Center City continues to develop, identifying a way to integrate future
transit service and existing transit services in Uptown will only get more difficult, so the purpose of using the charrette
format was to gather meaningful, collaborative input in an expedited manner.
During the charrette, major questions associated with the remaining concepts were addressed to better understand
the tradeoffs between the options. Stakeholders were also charged with identifying ways to improve the remaining
options in an effort to refine the concepts for further analysis.
The agenda for the charrette was designed so participants could orient themselves with the project background and
alignment options during the beginning of the week and then focus on refining the alignment concepts during the
second half of the week. Specifically, Days 3 and 4 of the charrette involved participants evaluating and analyzing the
Trade Street and North End Connection alignment options. The figure below on the right represents a product
produced during the two “working days” of the charrette. These drawings were produced as part of the analysis of the
interaction of the Silver Line with the future transit services at CGS, as part of the North End Connection option.
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6 WHAT IS THE SILVER LINE OPERATING PLAN?

Does Charlotte Need a Light Rail Tunnel?

6.1 How Would the Silver Line Operate?

Of the approximately 23 cities with light rail systems in the United States, a downtown light rail tunnel operates in
only a few cities (e.g. Boston, Seattle, St. Louis, Pittsburgh, San Francisco). Los Angeles is currently building a
downtown light rail tunnel to connect multiple lines, and both Dallas and Seattle have downtown light rail tunnels in
the planning phase. In the case of Seattle, a second downtown tunnel is being contemplated.

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
PLEASE SEE:
 West Corridor Refined
Definition





At the Alternatives Analysis level, a conceptual rail operating plan is based on
assumed operating speeds for light rail that vary according to the type of
alignment design that would be implemented in different segments along the
corridor. A more detailed operating plan linked to specific design speeds along
various segments would be developed as part of future design phases. The
following speed assumptions were made for the West Corridor:

For parallel-running sections, the maximum speed generally ranges from 40-45 miles per hour (mph). The
average speed is estimated somewhat lower (35-40 mph) to account for delays through intersections.
For center-running sections, the maximum speed generally would be the same as the speed limit of the adjoining
road. The average speed may be lower to account for slight delays through intersections, though some level of
signal priority / preemption is desirable.
The dwell time at stations is assumed to be approximately 30 seconds with an additional 30 seconds for
deceleration and acceleration entering and exiting the station.
Slower speeds were assumed in some areas based on the nature of the surrounding streetscape.

To determine the travel time of the preferred alignment, the alignment was divided
into segments based on the typical cross-section. An inventory was taken of the
number of stations for each segment. The length of each segment was measured.
The travel time for each segment was calculated based on the assumed average
speed (adjusted to account for other infrastructure elements) and the length of the
segment. The individual segment travel times were then summed to produce an
overall corridor travel time for the LYNX Silver Line, consisting of the preferred
alignments in the West Corridor, North End Connection through Center City and
Southeast Corridor LPA.

Most cities that have not yet experienced capacity constraints operate light rail at the surface through their
downtowns. Cities such as Houston, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Phoenix, Denver, Salt Lake City, and Portland all have
growing light rail networks, but they do not include a downtown tunnel. Typically, U.S. cities seek to fully maximize
their existing corridor capacity on the surface before advancing a tunnel project, due to the high costs of tunnels.
The cities noted above that are currently pursuing tunnel projects have severe capacity constraints in their existing
corridors. The CATS system is not experiencing similar capacity constraints.
Construction for a tunnel is disruptive, especially if the tunnel is constructed with a cut-and-cover method. Multiple
blocks of Trade Street would be obstructed for an extended period of time. Even if the tunnel is bored, surface
impacts will still be felt in certain areas along the alignment, such as in station areas. In the case of Charlotte,
operations of the CityLYNX Gold Line would be impacted during tunnel construction.

The LYNX Silver Line
consists of the preferred
alignments in the West
Corridor, North End
Connection through
Center City and
Southeast Corridor LPA.

Tunnel excavation for stations would
require significant street disruption
including suspension / reconstruction
of CityLYNX Gold Line service.

The end-to-end travel time for the full 26-mile Silver Line alignment (West Corridor + North End Connection through
Center City + Southeast Corridor LPA) is projected as approximately 80 minutes. As a point of comparison, the
approximately 20-mile long Blue Line has an end-to-end travel time of about 60
As the design process
minutes. As the design process proceeds, a goal will be to advance design and
proceeds, a goal will be
operational strategies that reduce the overall travel time. Tradeoffs associated with
to advance design and
design solutions impacting the projected travel time will be carefully considered.
operational strategies
that reduce the overall
Similar to the LYNX Blue Line after three-car platforms are installed, it is anticipated
travel time.
that Silver Line trains would operate with a 10-minute headway during the commute
peak periods and every 15 minutes during the midday off-peak periods, with 20-30
minute headways on the weekends and evenings. Hours of operation would also be similar to those currently used
on the LYNX Blue Line. Three-car trains will ultimately be operated on the LYNX Blue Line, so for conceptual
planning purposes, a similar operations plan is assumed for the Silver Line. As planning and design progresses, a
more detailed operations plan based on the projected ridership and capacity requirements will need to be developed
to confirm the appropriate number of vehicles required for each train.

Cut-and-cover tunneling
would require an extended
construction period in the
downtown core
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6.2 How Does the Silver Line Connect to Other Transit Services in Center City?
A Center City mobility workshop was held to discuss Center City bus network / capital needs and how those opportunities relate to the LYNX Silver Line, as well as provide an opportunity for CDOT and CATS to discuss a holistic approach to
transportation needs in Center City. This workshop helped to inform the future needs at the Charlotte Transportation Center, Charlotte Gateway Station, and develop concepts for bus priority lanes. Additionally, this gave CATS staff a better
understanding of CDOT’s vision for Center City streets and curb space.
The recommended Silver Line alignment does not
represent a single-line transit solution; rather, it is
part of a holistic transit expansion in Center City
Charlotte. As such, it is intended to serve current
ridership as well as emerging growth areas that
are poised to become high-ridership zones. A
detailed operations plan for connecting services
will be fully defined in future phases of study, but
initial concepts for connections have been
developed in conjunction with the recommended
Silver Line option. Guiding principles for
connecting bus services include the following:


Maintain CTC as a key hub for transfers;



Establish additional transfer locations to
create a high-frequency transit network
throughout all quadrants of Center City,
consistent with the principles of Envision My
Ride;



Explore opportunities for bus priority
treatments on major streets including access
routes for the North Corridor Bus Rapid
Transit (BRT) project;



Avoid the need for double transfers between
transit services; and



Minimize bus traffic on streets commonly
used for special events, such as Tryon Street
and Brevard Street.

Center City High-Frequency Corridors Concept

The recommended Silver Line
alignment does not represent a singleline transit solution; rather, it is part of
a holistic transit expansion in Center
City Charlotte to create a “web” of
high-frequency services.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION,
PLEASE SEE:
 Center City
Refined Definition
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6.3 As a Peer City, How Does Light Rail Support Growth in Downtown Denver?
Major cities typically use multiple transfer points to serve a
wide range of travel needs. As Charlotte continues to grow,
it will be important to create a network of high-frequency
services throughout Center City
rather than concentrated at a single
location.

Light Rail Integration into Downtown Denver (Growth from 2006 to 2018)

The integration of transit into
downtown Denver’s growth provides
a strong precedent for Charlotte.
Denver’s Union Station is located
approximately one half-mile from the
core of its downtown. However, the
city’s downtown has experienced
tremendous growth (illustrated in the
accompanying graphics from 2006 to
2018), with particularly strong
development on the fringe of
downtown near Union Station. In
effect, development near Union
Station has extended the downtown
realm, and the region has built a
robust transit (rail and bus) network
to move people through an
expanding downtown, rather than
concentrating all service at a single
location.
The Silver Line recommended option
provides a similar opportunity for
Charlotte development on what is
currently the fringe of Uptown (one
half-mile from Trade Street), but as
already demonstrated through
southward growth from Uptown into
South End, the area along 11th Street
is poised to become another
extension of the existing core,
perhaps even prior to the completion
of Silver Line construction.

Denver’s Union Station and the
major new development
surrounding it are located a
half-mile from the downtown
core. This is the same distance
from 11th Street to Trade Street
in Charlotte, and the distance
from Charlotte Gateway Station
to Tryon Street is even shorter.
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7 WHAT ARE NEXT STEPS TOWARD IMPLEMENTATION?
7.1 How Soon Can the Silver Line Project be Built?
The Silver Line project is a component of CATS’ 2030 Transit System Plan. As such, CATS’ intent is to open the Silver Line by 2030. Such a schedule is extremely ambitious, and will require a robust, consistent, and concerted effort between
now and opening day. To achieve this schedule, it is critically important to immediately initiate detailed planning and conceptual design efforts. The general schedule shown below establishes the various phases of project delivery, key work
elements included in each phase, and
Preliminary Silver Line Project Delivery Schedule
approximate timeframes. Although not shown
Adoption of
Start of Service
on the project delivery schedule below, a viable
Silver Line LPA
strategy to fund the construction and operations
of the Silver Line also must be identified an d
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
committed in the coming years. Securing
funding for a project of this magnitude
represents a major effort, and if not acted upon
quickly, the desired schedule may not be
Construction
Engineering & ROW Acquisition
Project Development
Pre-Project Development
achievable.
• Early start / long-lead items
• Final design plans and
• 65% design plans
• 15% and 30% design plans
As CATS advances through the various phases
of the project delivery process, periodic reviews
of the implementation schedule should occur to
review risks that could impact the planned
delivery timeframe of the project.

• Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(DEIS)

• Final Environmental
Impact Statement
(FEIS)
• Federal Record of
Decision

construction documents
• Obtain required permits
• Property acquisition / relocation

•
•
•
•
•

On-going construction updates and mitigation
Education and information
Testing
Initiation of revenue service
Project close-out

7.2 How Does the Silver Line Project Relate to Other Corridor Projects?
As a 26-mile light rail project that extends across Mecklenburg County and into Gaston and Union Counties adjacent to and within major highway corridors, the Silver Line project interacts with major planned
roadway infrastructure investments throughout its alignment. If these roadway infrastructure improvements are constructed without consideration of the Silver Line design requirements, then the ability to
construct the Silver Line may be negatively impacted. Costs for the Silver Line could be higher, or if the impacts are severe, then sections of the previously-planned Silver Line alignment may no longer be viable,
which would result in significant schedule delays associated with starting over to consider new alignment options. On the other hand, if rail and highway projects are coordinated from the outset, both projects
could have a better end result. Therefore, it is vital to identify other major planned infrastructure projects along the general corridor and initiate design coordination as soon as possible.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION, PLEASE
SEE:
 Silver Line
Implementation Strategy

The following table and accompanying map identifies planned roadway projects along the general Silver Line corridor. Projects identified by red icons are especially critical for coordination, because they are
already well-advanced into design and will begin right-of-way acquisition and then construction within the next 2-3 years. Projects identified by yellow icons are currently planned for subsequent years, and projects identified by a blue icon are
longer-term projects that currently do not have a projected construction date.
Construction in
Construction in
Longer-term projects
next 2-3 years
subsequent years
without construction date
Other Planned Corridor Infrastructure Projects (List)
ROW
Construction
ID
Project
Description
Date
Date
NC 7 (Intersection of NC 7/US 74 AND NC 7/US 29)
Construct northbound through lane and intersection improvements.
2019
2021
NCDOT Project U-5800
US 74 (Wilkinson Boulevard) / NC 273 (Park Street) Intersection
NCDOT Project U-5959

Construct intersection improvements.

2020

2021

SR 2083 (Hazeline Avenue)
US 29/74 (Wilkinson Boulevard) to Hawley Avenue

Construct two-lane road from US 29/74 to Hawley Avenue. This road will be an extension of SR 2083 (Hazeline
Avenue) and consist of connecting short sections of existing road with new segments.

TBD

TBD

NC 7 (East Catawba Street) intersection with US 74 (Wilkinson Boulevard)
NCDOT Project U-6143
SPOT ID H172124

Construct additional northbound right-turn lane along NC 7 (E Catawba St), extend the existing westbound left-turn
lane along US 74 (Wilkinson Blvd), and signal timing/phasing improvements.

2025

2026

US 29 (Wilkinson Boulevard)
From NC 7 (Catawba Street) to East Bank of Catawba River
SPOT ID H141345

Widen existing four-lane bridge and cross section to six-lanes. The road on both sizes of the bridge will be widened to
six lanes.

TBD

TBD
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ID

Project

Description

ROW
Date

Construction
Date

I-485
I-77 (Exit 67) to I-85 (Exit 10)

Construct one Express Lane in each direction (in the median) on I-485 between I-77 and I-85 in southwest Charlotte.

TBD

TBD

US 74 (Wilkinson Boulevard)
I-485 to Little Rock Road

Widen from 4 lanes to 6 lanes, with median, bike lanes and sidewalks.

TBD

TBD

Billy Graham Parkway
Norfolk Southern Railway to I-85

Widen with 2 additional lanes and multi-use path.

TBD

TBD

Clanton Road
Extension to tie into Ashley Road intersection
SPOT ID: R150008

Extend Clanton Road to US 29/74 (Wilkinson Boulevard) with a grade separation of Norfolk Southern Railroad and
close the Donald Ross Road crossing.

2023

2025

I-77
South Carolina State Line to I-277 / US 74 (Belk Freeway) [Exit 9]
NCDOT Project I-5718A

Widen existing freeway by constructing four managed lanes (two in each direction) – includes the cost of the I-277
(Belk Frwy) interchange.

2025

2028

I-277
North Davidson Street to Graham Street
SPOT ID: H171805

This project will upgrade numerous interchanges and ramps between North Davidson Street and Graham Street along
the I-277 loop in Uptown Charlotte to improve safety, mobility, and capacity. Improvements shall also be consistent with
those specified in NCDOT Feasibility Study FS-1610A. Division 10 is open to alternative solutions.

TBD

TBD

I-277
Kenilworth Avenue to North Davidson Street
NCDOT Project I-6022

This project will upgrade numerous interchanges and ramps along the I- 277 Loop in Uptown Charlotte to improve
safety, mobility and capacity. The project shall also include associated work along US 74 east to roughly Pecan
Avenue and the US 74.I-277 interchange. Improvements shall be consistent with those specified in NCDOT Feasibility
Study FS-1610A. Division 10 is open to alternative solutions.

2027

After 2029

US 74 (Independence Boulevard)
I-277 to NC 27 (Albemarle Road)
NCDOT Project U-6103; SPOT ID H171445

Construct an additional managed lane in the median. The U-5526 project will convert the existing busway to a
managed lanes facility with reversible operations depending on the peak traffic flow. This project will allow for two-way
managed lane operations at all times.

2023

2023

SR 1009 (Monroe Road)
Intersection of SR 1009 (Monroe Road) And Rama Road/Idlewild Road
NCDOT Project U-5805; SPOT ID H142120

Construct intersection improvements.

2018

2020

US 74 (Independence Blvd.)
Charlotte Outer Loop to West of Idlewild Road in Charlotte
NCDOT Project U-2509

Construct managed lanes.

2020

2022

NC 51 (Matthews Township Parkway)
SR 3356 (Sardis Road) to SR 1010 (East John Street/ Monroe Road).
NCDOT Project U-5763; SPOT ID: H140411

Widen existing roadway.

2020

2022

NC 51 (Intersection with Sam Newell Road and N. Trade Street)
NCDOT Project C-5613D; SPOT ID: H172351

Dual left turn lanes from NC 51 to Sam Newell and Trade Street.

TBD

TBD

SR 1009 (John Street-Old Monroe Road)
SR 3448-SR 3474 (Trade Street) TO SR 1377 (Wesley Chapel-Stouts Road).
NCDOT Project U-4714

Widen to multi-lanes.

TBD

TBD

Independence Pointe Parkway
Matthews Township Parkway (NC 51) to Campus Ridge Road
NCDOT Project U-2509

New 2 lane roadway, with median, bike lanes and sidewalks.

2020

2022

I-485
I-485, I-77 interchange south of Charlotte to US 74 (Independence Boulevard).
NCDOT Project I-5507; SPOT ID H128073

Add one Express Lane in each direction.

2019

2021
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Other Planned Corridor Infrastructure Projects (Map)
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Construction in
next 2-3 years

Construction in
subsequent years

Longer-term projects
without construction date
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7.3 What are Next Steps to Ensure an Integrated Development Approach Along the Brookshire Corridor?
As noted earlier in Section 2.5, the proposed Silver Line alignment can help to activate a wide swath of land along the 11th Street / Brookshire corridor in Center City. This area is currently defined by high-speed freeway mainline and associated
access ramps. The Silver Line project, in conjunction with an identified need by NCDOT to improve freeway operations and access, provides a unique opportunity for the City and State to collectively re-imagine this area, but a transformative
change will require a new vision on the interactions between various mobility modes and urban form.
Re-shaping this area with a collective vision for functionality and development could address the following opportunities:
 Reduce the number of freeway access points to improve vehicular throughput on the mainline and create improved system functionality on connecting streets;
 Reduce the footprint of land devoted to freeway and freeway access by shifting 11th Street to the north closer to the freeway mainline;
 Reform the existing 11th Street corridor
as a light rail corridor, which could
include provisions for a multi-use path
linking to the proposed Cross Charlotte
Trail; and
 Re-stitch neighborhoods on either side
of the Brookshire Freeway through
placemaking opportunities such as a
freeway cap.
Creating and advancing a collective vision for
this corridor is based on a need to balance goals
from the perspectives of transit, regional and
local vehicular mobility, non-motorized
connections, and urban form. As such, a
collaborative inter-agency and interdepartmental effort is required. However, nearterm action is required – NCDOT recently
completed a feasibility study identifying options
to reconfigure ramps and portions of the freeway
mainline through this corridor, and one segment
of the project (from Kenilworth to Davidson
Street) has already been programmed with a
preliminary date 2027 to begin right-of-way
acquisition. This area is especially critical for the
Silver Line because it is the area where the
Silver Line will bridge over I-277 to transition
between the north and south sides.
A near-term action item from the Silver Line
perspective is to continue review of vertical
alignment options along 11th Street as part of the
next phase of pre-Project Development. As part
of this assessment, CATS and its partners
should identify impacts of the proposed
infrastructure as envisioned by NCDOT’s
feasibility study, conduct additional traffic
analysis, and develop and contemplate urban
design, station, and development opportunities.
The result of this process would be a refined
project definition that not only provides more
clarity on the rail alignment, but also street
connections, interaction with planned Brookshire
Freeway modifications, and overall urban form.
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Conceptual rendering of the Brookshire corridor with integration of the Silver Line and proposed freeway modifications
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7.4 What Planning and Design Issues Need to be Addressed?
The LYNX System Update, coupled with the earlier Southeast Corridor Transit Study, has established a general preferred alignment for the Silver Line light rail project. However, the
initial planning process also identified a number of planning and design issues that will require much more detailed analysis in the next phases of the project delivery process. It will be
important to fully vet the various design options during the next phase, so that major decisions can be made as soon as possible based on the availability of sufficient information from
which to base an informed decision. During the next phase of design, alignment characteristics including the number of and proximity to adjacent roadway travel lanes and the location
and configuration of bicycle and pedestrian facilities will need to be coordinated among project partners and stakeholders, including CDOT and NCDOT. Continuing and maintaining a
philosophy of extensive stakeholder outreach is vital, to reduce the risk of significant issues emerging later in the process that could have major implications on project viability.
Beyond the identified issues regarding the project alignment, it is also important to establish station area plans and visions early in the process. The Blue Line and Blue Line Extension
projects prove that significant development will happen along light rail corridors. It is important to plan for station area development early, including opportunities to consider community
character, equitable development, and critical community needs such as affordable housing.
Key Planning and Design Issues

ID

Identified Key Issue
Specific location of terminus in Belmont
and preservation of the ability to extend
farther to the west
Design challenges in fitting Silver Line
under the existing I-485 overpass at
Wilkinson Blvd.
Confirmation of station location(s) near
the Airport and the specific alignment in
relation to Wilkinson Blvd.
Review of vertical alignment options along
Wilkinson Blvd in consideration of
community and neighborhood impacts
Coordination with NCDOT through the
Cedar Yard area
Coordination with several stakeholders to
ensure a viable alignment through the
Charlotte Gateway Station parcels
Consideration of alignment interaction
with the Fourth Ward Historic District
Analysis of vertical alignment along 11
Street between Graham Street and
Davidson Street

th

Opportunities to construct a non-revenue
track connection at the Blue Line
Alignment refinements in consideration of
potential development near Bojangles
Coliseum / Ovens Auditorium
Coordination with multiple NCDOT
projects along Independence Blvd.
Physical integration of the Silver Line into
the Monroe Road streetscape
Refinement of alignment location near
downtown Matthews
Coordination with the location and design
of Independence Pointe Parkway and a
station location near I-485
Consideration of an extension into
Stallings with an end-of-line station
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE SEE:
 Silver Line Implementation Strategy
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8 WHERE IS MORE INFORMATION AVAILABLE ON THE SILVER LINE?
The study summary presented in this document is supported by more detailed information available in a series of Technical Reports:
LYNX System Update / West Corridor & Center City (2019)


Opportunity Statement



Public Outreach Report



Initial Screening



North and West Corridors
Detailed Evaluation



Center City Detailed
Evaluation



West Corridor Refined
Definition



Center City Refined
Definition



Silver Line Implementation
Strategy

Southeast Corridor Transit Study
(2016)
•

Final Recommendations
Report

•

Public Outreach Report

•

Evaluation of Rail Alignment
Options

•

Rail Alignment Conceptual
Design

•

Rail Station Locations and
Typologies

•

Rail Operations Plan

•

Vehicle Maintenance Facility
Site Options

•

Corridor Preservation and
Project Advancement
Strategies
Looking east toward Uptown Charlotte from the future Silver Line corridor from Wesley Heights
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